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The breakdown of national morale came about gradually. The nationalistic and patriotic emotions that swayed the Duma at the session of July, 1914, were shared at the time, in some degree, by every social group. Large pro-Serbian and anti-Austrian and anti-German crowds gathered in the streets and, in St. Petersburg, looted the German embassy. Mobilization was carried out in an unexpectedly orderly manner, and cases of draft evasion were few. The strike movement, which in the summer of 1914 had reached the highest point since 1905-1906, collapsed. The country appeared to be solidly behind its leaders and determined to fight the war to a victorious end. This heartening picture of the nation united in a great common cause began almost immediately to fade away. The process of social disintegration that set in and gained momentum as months went by must be viewed against the background of discord, bitterness, and lack of national unity- that had accumulated for generations. The immediate causes of the mounting discontent and disaffection were military reverses, the heavy losses suffered by the army, the plight of the refugees, economic disorders, administrative chaos, and general weariness with a war whose object was not understood and, perhaps, could not be satisfactorily explained. The Duma spoke with authority for the majority of the upper and the middle class; labor and the peasantry, however, took little interest in politics, and their increasing restlessness was due primarily to economic hardships and a longing for peace.
Causes for grumbling and legitimate complaints were not lacking. Spiralling prices, shortages, lines in front of food shops, and overcrowding imposed a severe strain upon the urban population,, especially its poorer section. Although the monetary wages of industrial workers increased appreciably during the war, they lagged behind the rise in the cost of living, with the result that, with the exception of the higher-paid workers in war industries, real wages in 1915 and 1916 declined from the already low prewar level. The position of the families of workers drafted into the army was truly desperate because separation allowances paid by the government were calculated merely to provide nutrition, and made no provision for other expenditures (lodging, fuel, clothing, and so on}. The changing mood of labor was evidenced by the resurgence of the strike movement After the outbreak of the war Russia enjoyed a brief period of almost undisturbed industrial peace. The situation, however, underwent a change in the spring of 1915. Over 1,000 strikes involving 553,000 workers occurred-in that

